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The President’s………...Pipings…...…Cindy Ericksen
From Olympic Wilderness Apiary
This is a picture of comb removed from a colony that was established from a new package 2 weeks previously, belonging to a
neighbor who has been keeping bees for many years. During my
visit, he initially declined to do a hive inspection because he saw
the bees “coming and going bringing in pollen, and believed it to
be unnecessary”. So when he did agree, and we found frame
spacing incorrect, allowing for excess drone brood, which we
scraped off and discarded… he was grateful we had.
After rearranging the hive, I took a closer look at the discarded drone comb which revealed
what you see here.
We subsequently decided to use an organic mite treatment on his colony.
Olympic Wilderness Apiary
Dan & Judy Harvey
46492 HWY 112
Port Angeles, WA 98363
360 928-3125

*Editors Note: Dan used Api-Life VAR, info below is from Brushey Mt.

Api-Life VAR is the best miteacide composed of all natural essential oils you can use
against Varroa Mites. It is up to 95% effective while leaving minimal residue. Treat each
colony by breaking 1 wafer into 4 pieces and placing around the brood nest. Leave 7 to 10
days and replace with another wafer and after 7 to 10 days replace for a 3rd time. This will
complete the treatment. Treatment most effective at average daytime temperatures of 65°.
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The Vice President…………Buzzings…….….Meg Depew
Hi, everyone!
Busy time to be a beekeeper. I’m hoping that packages and nucs are all installed and the
girls are getting down to business.

I’m studying
for my drivers
license

I was saddened to see the news regarding a semi-truck of bees overturned on I
-5 last week near Lynnwood; and while there was a considerable effort by
State Patrol, EMS and local beekeepers; in the end the bees that were unsalvageable were doused with firefighting foam and destroyed. How sad.
April 24th, an 82 year old driving overturned his truck in Florida and let loose
over 80 millions bees. The driver did not survive.
May 21st, 20 million bees on I-95 in Delaware.
460 hives lost in St. George, Utah. A swarm of 25 million bees was produced
by the accident.
17 million bees lost in a crash in Minnesota.

14 million and a ‘river of honey’ were lost in Idaho.
I thought I had heard of other accidents with Bee transport this spring. I was surprised at how prevalent bee transport accidents happen. One more stressors on our girls. Again, I hear the wisdom in the
thought that the backyard beekeeper will be the savior of the species.
These were artificial swarms caused by the unintended consequences of bee transport. But the bees
have their own intentions and it appears that swarm season is coming early this year. In some ways,
this may not be a bad thing. I remember hearing an old rhyme from my first year in this game,

A swarm of bees in May is worth a load of hay;
A swarm of bees in June is worth a silver spoon;
A swarm of bees in July, let it fly.
Swarms too late in the summer will not have the time to build up adequate stores to make it thru the
winter, but May or June swarms are worth catching. April swarms? I’ve heard they are out there. The
excitement is building and I hope we all have a great year.
Yeah!
Meg Depew
Sequimbeefarm@gmail.com

Swarm Season is HERE !
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Secretary’s…......Waggle Dance Communications…......Kirsten Whitworth
NOPBA 12 April 2015
12-1 Beginning Beekeepers class- Mark Urnes
1-1:20 Installation of Bee Packages- Mark Urnes
1:20-1:30 Questions and Answers (None)
1:30 Business meeting
1:38 Called to order by Cindy
Old minutes: No changes. Accepted by Tyrone Beatty, Seconded
by Bill Yada

Caption describing picture or graphic.

Minutes accepted
Treasure’s Report- Walt
Previous balance: 4091.74
Deposits: 180.00 (Dues)
Withdrawals: 456.27
440.00 4 packages of Bees for the Club Hives
16.27 Purchase of a cash box
New Balance: 3815.47
Education/Beekeepers Report- Mark
(Education) New school interest
May 16th; Bainbridge Island
May 30th; Home skills living at the NOLS, beekeeping seminar
6-7 pm, please check library calendar
Noxious Weed Program- removing bee forage. Giving away bee friendly bee seed packets
(20 available at the meeting). Nox Weed office at the courthouse has more packets. They are
asking for feedback on this program.

(Beekeeping Report): Club hives- 2 are doing well, 1 is slowing growing (will add brood),
1 is waiting on a package of new bees, 1 will be the new Warre, waiting on the package of bees
(arriving next week)
When the bees arrive, they will be hived as a open learning experience to anyone who wants to
observe. Email Mark for details on date and time. Mark welcomed anyone from the group to
come up after the meeting

Librarians Report- Richard-Nothing to Report
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Ad Hoc – Elizabeth – August 20-23 Clallam county Fair. Start thinking about volunteer and
booth preparation. Sign up will start next month. Club T-shirts, some still available at $12.65
each.
Old Business
Mentor Program-Mark. Teams made, contacts have been mostly made.
Swarm List- Kirsten. Swarm List finalized and will be published. Bob mentioned that the
Sequim Radio KSQM, will broadcast the list. Mentors may want to try and contact their
mentorees for experience with swarm pick up. Hive removal from the building at the
Port of Port Angeles still pending. The fire department will burn down this building but
the Port would like the hive removed first. Secured and chaperoned access is needed so
this will have a set time and date. A notice will be sent. Please make contact with a
Board Member if anyone wants to be involved in this process. A generator and a bee vacuum is needed. Several were offered.
Wooden Ware Field Day- Mark Saturday, May 9th from 9-12 at Marks home. Making boxes,
frames. Walt will be demonstrating Warre and Kenyon hives.
Queen Rearing Program- Bob. Stedmans in Silverdale has been emailed, they have not responded. Class there is July 19th. Class is late for turn around for rearing queens. 4
packages have arrived for this experience. It was reminded that this is a learning experience, not a queen production project. Reminded that the Club will reimburse participants in the Stedman’s class after completion.
(Kirsten- please email Bob to get back a list of participants. He did not have possession
of the list generated last month)

New Business
Terry Bendock brought plants for bees to give away. Almost 100 plants- THANK YOU!
Helebora, Borage, Aster and Bee Balm. Recommended to plant in prepared beds, peel
back the paper from the pot.
2 Free discussion coming up:
Tuesday in Port Townsend- Butterfly talk

Jerry Freilick, Bees at the RR bridge park 7 pm on Wednesday.
See newpaper for details.
Next meeting is on Mother’s Day on May 10, 2015.
Swarms, Splits and Nuc’s, Oh My! Various presenters.
Motion to close- Terry, Tyron seconded
Meeting ended at 2:07pm
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A bit of research watching how a swarm works— by Blythe
Hi Walt Wanted to share this picture I took yesterday. I had 3 swarms
from the same hive this year, and this third one was rather
small. I didn’t have much hope for it. I set up a small hive (an
old one I had that had some empty comb in it) and also had
swarm boxes in various places around the property. Yours
was in a prime spot, and I added a little fresh lemongrass oil
to it. I decided not to interfere with their decision and just
watch and see what they did. They were in a small fir tree,
close to the ground. The first couple of days, I probably could
have gone in and shaken them into a box – but as time went
on, they moved closer into the center of the tree and it was
fairly well-sheltered. In fact, you might not have even noticed
them had you not known they were there.
Well, they stayed there for 2 FULL WEEKS!!! I couldn’t believe it. They would go out and get
food, come back, wiggle their way into the center, rotate out, and tighten up together at night
like fish scales. As time went on, I noticed they were finally checking out
Going house hunting
the small hive, in particular – in fact, sometimes, there were so many bees
there, I thought somebody else might have moved in when I wasn’t looking
– but if I looked closely, I could see they weren’t bringing in pollen – they
were mostly just going in and out and turning around in circles. Recently,
during the warm part of the day, I would sometimes see bees fly to the
swarm in the tree, land on top of everyone, and do a little waggle dance –
move to one side or another, and do another waggle dance – over and over.
But still, no one was moving. I thought sure they were going to move at any
moment, but as time went on, I started to wonder whether they were going
to just live there in the tree or die. Some of them were doing what appeared to be an orientation
dance around the tree – they were getting far to cozy in there! FINALLY, yesterday afternoon,
the 15th day! - the swarm took flight and they moved into the hive.
Wow. I had no idea they could stay that long outside through all kinds of weather. We have had
some harsh winds, rain, and cold mornings. But the good news is, they finally all agreed and
everyone appears to be doing well.
I just remember last year, every time there was a swarm, I raced around to catch it and give
them a good home – but it wasn’t their decision; it was mine. Sometimes they upped & left – for
whatever reason, it wasn’t a right fit.
It just about killed me not to help these bees along, but it taught me patience, and I had lots of
opportunities for observing. My thinking was that perhaps their chances of success would be
better if I didn’t cause additional stress by interfering. Well, they seemed to manage just fine on
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their own. I think they will
Perhaps they were just cleaning
making sure it was fit for a

stay. After all, it was their decision.
out the hive I set up, before moving in,
Queen. :) I figured they must have

been feeding the Queen and
keeping her warm, but I seriously
wondered whether they could make it. There is bright orange propolis now on the branches
where they were.
What was particularly amazing to me was that at the time they moved, I sensed something
was going on. There was a lot of excitement earlier; the other hives seemed particularly active and noisy. And then it got rather quiet. I went over to the “new” hive, and where there
had been a good 2 dozen bees or more all morning, now there was nobody there. I thought,
“oh no! They left! I missed them!” I went over to the little tree, and sure enough, no one
there, either. It was about 2:15 p.m. And then I heard this roar behind me – and suddenly I
was completely surrounded by bees. People think they move in a dark cluster cloud and go
directly to wherever they are going, but this wasn’t like that at all. This was bees flying
around in large circles and every which-way over a large area. It was like their strategy was to
hide the Queen by creating organized chaos. Birds have been hanging out and picking off
bees here and there, but at the time of their big move, there was not a bird in sight. I think it
would have been difficult for a bird to fly through all of that craziness! And then within 20
minutes or so, they were all over on the hive or close by. By late afternoon, they were all
moved in. Just amazing!
And I am just so thankful that they are finally in out of the cold and in somewhere safe. Today is so much cooler, somewhat breezy, and rain looks imminent.
—Blythe

Walt’s Swarm Bait Recipe
Ingredients:
¼ Cup Olive oil
Handfull old comb
6 – 10 drops Lemon grass oil
Splash of concentrated lemon juice

Method
I use a electric single burner from Wal-Mart… Heat the olive oil do not boil! When it is hot
add the old Comb and slowly melt it into the oil. Stir to blend together. Shut off heat let it cool
a bit then add the Lemon juice. Pour into a sealable jar. Let it cool a bit more before you add
the Lemon Grass oil it will evaporate quickly add the lemongrass oil into the jar and stir well.
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You should end up with something with the consistency of mayonnaise or mustard. If it is too
thick add more lemon juice or olive oil.
This can be spread on the walls of the bait hive. It also can be put into a very small zip-lock
baggie with a couple of pin punctures in the baggie and hung in a tree to attract a primary
swarm. I use a staple gun to put it towards the end of a branch that is reachable from the
ground. I also just spread some on tips of branches in trees around the apiary. I have seen over
the years the bee swarms seem to go to the same trees same branches. If you look at the branch
after the swarm leaves there is a residue of comb and propolis they leave behind. This apparently attracts future swarms.

Honey we
need a bigger
Home !
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The Guard Bee — Walt

Is there a queen in that there Warre hive?
Unlike a hive with frames with a Warre we can’t pull their combs out looking for the queen.
Well.. You could by using your comb knife and cut the attachments on each comb and removing it to inspect. If you have observation widows you can spend a few hours watching
and you might see “her highness” go by. Chances are slim to none. We could do as the skep
hive beekeepers do and tilt the Warre brood box on its back and looking at the combs underneath cut a piece of brood comb out and check it for eggs or larva. Or not! Soooo here are a
few indicators that will tell you if your hive is queen-right:
#1 Drawing comb is an indicator of queen-rightness. If you cannot peek in from above, you may be able
to see a bunch of the small clear flakes they dropped while beginning work. When I see either of these,
I'm satisfied with queen-rightness and do not look further. Some swarms will not draw comb even after
a week. When offered a brood comb w/eggs they immediately create queen cells.
#2 Pollen coming in abundantly, on or after day 3. They will often wait a few days before foraging for
pollen, since the eggs have not hatched. A few young larvae do not eat as much as a houseful of older
ones. It takes some time (I've not seen a reference yet for how long it takes to ferment) for the pollen to
ripen into an edible form (bee bread). In the meantime, nectar is the limiting factor on swarm success.
The bees know this and will not bother with pollen until it is needed. If you've no queen, you will not
have comb or brood, and hence no pollen. If you suspect a secondary cast (virgin queen), this may take a
day or two more.
#2-caveat: If you install a swarm onto drawn comb, the pollen indicator can fail due to drone brood from
a laying worker. The swarm will not draw new comb for drone brood, but they may raise drones on existing comb and forage pollen for them.
#3 Swarm absconds (departs) because they are looking for their queen. This is especially true if the
swarm is hived in it's home neighborhood. If they are transported a few miles from where they started
from, they may come back to their new box after a failed search for mom.
#4 Huge "orientation flights" that fill the whole yard, as they search for the missing queen.
#5 Two swarms on the same tree (multiple secondary casts) merge together after being hived in the
same apiary. One of them had a queen, or a preferred queen, and they combined themselves together.
This is a good thing, but you might need to add space to accommodate the combination.
#6 Dwindling population after 1 - 2 weeks indicates a queen less swarm, especially if you've other hives
close enough for drifting to occur easily. The workers gradually go to where they have purposeful work.
#7 Do the tap test:
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Listen to Your Bees you should hear a steady Hummmmm, now tap on the side of the hive. There
should be an immediate rise and then fall of the sound level for a queen-right hive. If the bees sound
more like a rumble or soft roar and on taping the hive the level or the rumble increases and then it
takes a few seconds or more to drop that is an indication of a queen less hive. Do this on a hive you
know is queen-right a few times and you will soon recognize the difference in sound.

Tom Seeley on Bees and Mites in the Forest
At Young Harris, Dr. Tom Seeley gave a fascinating talk on bees and mites in the forest.
The first part of his talk was about how he finds bee trees in the forest. He risks life and limb to find these bees with only his dog
to rescue him should he fall in the woods or off of a tree! He learned how to beeline with Edgell's book, The Bee Hunter.
He built a small box for putting a bee in and giving her sugar syrup. After the bee has recognized the box as a source of food, she
returns to her hive and recruits her sisters to come join her at the nectar source. When a number of bees are feeding at the box, he
closes the box up and moves it along the direction of the flight path they take when they leave. Then he stops and opens the box
and keeps on in this manner until he is really close to the bee tree. Then his job is to look around and find where they are flying
to.
He found wild bee trees in the Arnot Forest, owned by Cornell where he works. He had found 11 colonies in 1978. In 2002 there
were 8 bee trees. In 2003 he put up bait hives (this is where he climbs trees with no spotter other than his dog) to catch swarms
thrown by the eight bee trees. These bait hives had low mite counts.
He began to theorize about the low mite counts - what was it due to?
The bee trees were much farther apart than we typically keep hives in apiaries
This should cut down on drifting (one way to convey diseases between hives)
This should cut down on robbing
Hives not contaminated by other hives might develop Varroa mites that were not virulent
With our hive boxes, close together in apiaries, we subject our bees to drifting. We also have low and large entrances, promoting
more robbing. We don't allow swarming, if we can help it. More Varroa may be directly due to large brood nests and less swarming.
In trees, bees coat the inside of the hollow tree with propolis. With our smooth sided hives, there isn't a need for propolizing the
walls. Propolis may protect the health of the bees in trees.
Since honey bees live differently, Seeley concluded that increasing colony spacing might reduce horizontal disease transmission.
Smaller hives and smaller colonies might result in less honey and more swarming but the pay-off would be better health. If tall
hives are used this will increase winter survival in cold areas. Perhaps we should leave the inside walls of our hives rough to encourage the use of propolis to coat the hive interior, promoting better colony health. Finally more drone comb (in the wild bees
build 15% of their comb for the raising of drone) might result in better queen mating although might increase the Varroa.

There is more Varroa in crowded colonies because the drift of bees helps spread the mites from colonies that have fast-reproducing
mites.
His take-home messages were:
As beekeepers we help the survival of the Varroa mite by:
Sustaining susceptible bees by using miticides (stop using miticides!)
Fostering virulent mites by having apiaries (have colonies in isolation)
Fostering mites by preventing swarming (let colonies swarm)
There are feral bees and they are good for pollination, good for drone production, and through natural selection, resistance will
arise in bees in the wild.
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From The Hive By Chef Beebread

Honey Flans
An elegant make-ahead dessert, these custards sing with faint floral notes and sweet honey.
Serving tip from our Test Kitchen: Flans release like a
dream if you let the custard cups stand in 1 inch of
warm water for 3 to 5 minutes before unmolding.
Yield: Makes 6 servings

Ingredients

1/2 cup sugar
7 tablespoons honey (such as orange blossom), divided
1 (14-oz.) can sweetened condensed milk
1 cup milk
3 large eggs
1 large egg yolk
1/4 teaspoon kosher salt

Preparation
1. Preheat oven to 350°. Sprinkle sugar in a 3-qt. saucepan; place over medium
heat, and cook, gently shaking pan, 4 minutes or until sugar melts and turns a light golden
brown. Slowly stir in 3 Tbsp. honey. (Mixture will clump a little; gently stir just until melted.)
Remove from heat; immediately pour hot caramelized sugar into 6 (6-oz.) ramekins.2. Process
condensed milk, next 4 ingredients, and remaining 4 Tbsp. honey in a blender 10 to 15 seconds
or until smooth; pour evenly over sugar in each ramekin. Place ramekins in a 13- x 9-inch pan.
Add hot tap water to pan to a depth of 1 inch. Cover loosely with aluminum foil.3. Bake at
350° for 30 to 35 minutes or until slightly set. (Flan will jiggle when pan is shaken.) Remove
ramekins from water bath; place on a wire rack. Cool 30 minutes. Cover and chill 3 hours. Run
a knife around edges of flans to loosen; invert flans onto a serving plate
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Bee Stuff — Swap! / Looking For! / For Sale! / Free stuff! / ?
Send in the info on your stuff you want to get … or get rid of
Include your email or two cans on a string number send it in to the editor

Hives by Larry

Details $375, 4 boxes with 1/4 inch glass windows, all cedar except the bars inside, walls are
either 1 inch or 1 1/4 inch, call Larry at 360-683-6957.
Bee Tool Box
Tools not included ! Has holder for your lit smoker safely keeps it off the ground
or to carry in your vehicle. $40 Walt— 681-5494
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Membership signup form and renewal for NOPBA

Forgot your dues ? Or if you wish to become a member fill out the form below
and send it to the address on the form.
Please make checks payable to NOPBA

North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers Association
New Member signup & Renewal form
Name ________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________________________

Email _________________________________________________________
Beekeeping experience __________________________________________
Number of Hives _______________________________________________
Type of Hives __________________________________________________
For office use only:
Dues Paid___________ Date ___________
Initials ________
To Mail in:
1. Fill out form
2. Enclose Check for $10.00 for one years dues
3. Mail to:
NOPBA
P.O. box 3036
Sequim, WA 98382
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LINKS
WASBA Education
WASBA news
WSBA events
National Honey Board
USDA, ARS, HONEY BEE RESEARCH
WSDA Apiary Program
WSU Department of Entomology
Central Washington Beekeepers Association
Clark County Beekeepers Association
East Jefferson Beekeepers Association
Inland Empire Beekeepers
Lewis County Beekeepers
Methow Valley Beekeepers
Mid Columbia Beekeepers Association
Mount Baker Beekeepers
North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers
Northwest District Beekeepers
Olympia Beekeepers, Thurston County
Pierce County Beekeepers
Puget Sound Beekeepers
Skagit Valley Beekeepers
Snoqualmie Beekeepers Association
Stanwood-Camano Island Beekeepers
West Sound Beekeepers
Whidbey Island Beekeepers Association
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WWW.NOPBA.ORG
INFO@NOPBA.ORG

The North Olympic Peninsula
Beekeepers’ Association
formed to promote the common
interest and general welfare of
beekeeping, to protect honey
bees, to encourage good bee
management practices, and to
encourage good public relations
between beekeepers and the
public.

Our meetings are currently held on the
second Sunday of the month at 1:00 p.m.
A WSBA class for certification starts one
hour before the business meeting. We
meet indoors at the Port Angeles Library.
NEXT MEETING :
May _10, 2015

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2014 – 2015
President

Cindy Ericksen

ericksenpc@olympus.net

Vice President

Meg Depew

sequimbeefarm@gmail.com

Secretary

Kirsten Whitworth

kwhitworth@wavecable.com

Treasure

Walt Wielbicki

waltw@q.com

Education

Mark Urnes

urnes@msn.com

Beekeeper Trustee

Mark Urnes

urnes@msn.com

Librarian
Newsletter

Richard & Marilyn Parks

rwparks12@yahoo.com

Walt Wielbicki

waltw@q.com

North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers Association
Editor: Walt Wielbicki
E-mail: waltw@q.com
NOPBA
PO Box 3036, Sequim WA 98382
www.nopba.org
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